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Abstract : 

This study identifies one of The most vital issues ,not only in the middle East but all around 

the world also,which is the Palestinian –israili conflict . 

The Palestinian land that is captured by force by the israili occupation ,who fired it's, people 

is the basic cause of this conflict .The Israil occupation settled in this land in order to control 

over the rest of the historical land of Palestine ,and to prevent having Palestinian Country 

.Accroding to that ,this study aimed to investigate through the Israili settlement ,its various 

forms ,and its impact upon various aspects .Moreover ,this study will identify the Jewish 

Settling  ‘ Stages in the Palestinian lands ,and sheed the light on the settling situation in the 

international law .The study will concertrate on the decision (2334) published by Un security 

council,which states that the Israili settlement must stop since it's illegal. 

The study will be devided into these chapters: 

chapter one: This section will identify the Israili settlement in the Palestinian lands through 

investigating the term “Israili settlement’’ and settling forms adetails, asthese forms are to 

various reasons.The various effects of settling ,political, economical, social ,environmental, 
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and commercial will be discussed in this section,in addition to explaining the jewish settling 

in Palestine from the early beginning before The appearance of what‘s called “Israil “till now. 

chapter two: this section will deal with the “Israili settlement Issue” from the legal point 

view ,beginning from the legal situation for the west Bank and the right of dominance over 

it ,the reply on the Israile,s claims of its dominance over Palestine, and its rejection of the 

Palestinian ownership and dominance .Also the section will discuss the Israili settling , 

regulations of miltary occupation , basics of the new international law , the united nations 

situation , especially the un security council and the General assembly, towards the Israile,s 

settlement and the discriminative separating wall built by Israili on the Palestinian lands at 

the end of the section ,the international situation ,specially the Arabic one represented by the 

Arab Nations, the European countires ,and American united stated . 

Chapter three: in this section the researcher focuses on the un security Concil‘s Dicision 

(2334),with its legal developments that are opposed on the real situation ,which can be 

concluded in the effects of this decision upon Israil ,that are involved in indirect effects , as 

the decision was published according to the sixth section not the seventh one that enables the 

united Nation s from using practical procedures for opposing the decision on the violent 

countries .What can be gained by the Palestinians from this decision is subjected to legal 

issues stated by the decision for the first time that confess and assures issues like the safety 

council  ُ  s confess of the Palestinian country on the “fourth of june 1967 Boarders” 

,mentioning the term “Settlers” in stead of “Israilis” inaddition to the discrimination between 

“the Israili Country Province “and the occupied lands”. 
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Althouh this decision didn’t involve any practical procedures to be commilted , it can be 

relied on in the real situations and it can be also chaned to “ pressuretool” to serve the 

Palestinian case or relied on in the real situations and it can be also changed to “pressure tool’ 

to serve the Palestinian case or issue in different espects like encouraging the boycotts 

campaigns (BDS) , serving offers for the International criminal court , increasing the 

International Isolation to Israil ,refuting the israili claims and assuring the settlement 

illegitimacy  this section will also discuss the impact of the decision upon the Palestinian 

israili negotiations that stopped by progressive israili settlement . this decision will increase 

the Palestinian insistance on not being back to negotiations except by the israili stop of 

settlement activities . The end of this section will discuss the future of the Israili Palestinian 

relations in case of the Israili ignorance of the decision , as the relation will be complicated 

by the Israili insistence on settlement projects, and the republican party , led by “Trump” , 

arrival for “the white house” , The party that frequently announced its support for israil , and 

its belief that settlement doesnt  affect peace  


